Map shows organisations per island per cluster.
Some additional relief have not been mapped due to incomplete spatial data.
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World Vision
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Map shows organisations per island per cluster.

Some additional relief have not been mapped due to incomplete spatial data.

**Data sources**
COD-FOD, OCHA

**Abbreviations**
- Act for Peace
- ADRA
- CARE Int
- T. Salv Army
- VRC
- Wrld Vis

**Organisation**
- Act for Peace
- ADRA
- CARE International
- The Salvation Army
- Vanuatu Red Cross
- World Vision

**Vanuatu:**
Cyclone PAM - Penama
3w Shelter
(as of 28 March 2015)
Map shows organisations per island per cluster. Some additional relief have not been mapped due to incomplete spatial data.

**Data sources**
COD-FOD, OCHA

**Abbreviations**
- Act for Peace
- ADRA
- CARE Int
- T Salv Army
- VRC
- Wrld Vis

**Organisations**
- Act for Peace, STC, VRC
- The Salvation Army
- Vanuatu Red Cross
- World Vision
Map shows organisations per island per cluster.
Some additional relief have not been mapped due to incomplete spatial data.

Vanuatu: Cyclone PAM - Tafea 3w Shelter (as of 28 March 2015)

Data sources
COD-FOD, OCHA

Abbreviations
Act for Peace
ADRA
CARE Int
T Salv Army
VRC
Wrld Vis

Organisations
Act for Peace
ADRA
CARE International
The Salvation Army
Vanuatu Red Cross
World Vision
Map shows organisations per island per cluster. Some additional relief have not been mapped due to incomplete spatial data.

Data sources
COD-FOD, OCHA

Map Action
Vanuatu: Cyclone PAM - Torba
3w Shelter (as of 28 March 2015)

Abbreviations
Act for Peace, ADRA, CARE Int, T Salv Army, VRC, Wrld Vis

Organisations
Act for Peace, ADRA, CARE International, The Salvation Army, Vanuatu Red Cross, World Vision
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